Collecting Targeted Information About Covid-19 From Research Papers By Asking Questions Based On Natural Language Processing
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Abstract – In the general framework of knowledge discovery, different techniques were used for information extraction from multi-label documents. As the world is currently facing COVID-19, it has made it more important than ever to have such knowledge extraction from previous documents. Therefore, Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be an essential model for tackling such an issue. By taking into consideration that having such a model plays an essential role to generate new insights in support of the ongoing fight against this infectious disease. This work introduces a sophisticated model that is able to read data from various articles about COVID-19, and finally give the most appropriate answer to the questions asked in order to gain insight information automatically. The model is applied to COVID-19 open research dataset challenge (CORD-19) that’s has caught the attention of many researchers and it contains over 400,000 scholarly articles. The result of the proposed model has shown a good achievement, as it is explained in the result section. It was found that NLP is a good choice for tackling this global pandemic for information extraction and it contribute a new insight in support of the ongoing fight against this infectious disease.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The infectious disease, COVID-19, has become a global priority for research on the subject to obtain more information that can make easier to fight against it[1]. Researchers in a variety of fields, from infectious diseases to clinics, should all have access to the most up-to-date information from the latest publications in their field[2]. To speed up research effort and process, it is important to have a knowledge extraction that can be retrieved from the previous articles by classifying them based on the searched questions such as (by field, topic or specific answer that researchers looking from the article). To present how knowledge discovery can help retrieving information automatically from COVID-19 research articles, the dataset chosen was the COVID-19 open research dataset challenge (CORD-19) that has over 400,000 scholarly articles about COVID-19, SARS, CoV-2 and related coronavirus. It is a free dataset for researchers to apply to the field Natural Language Processing and Artificial Intelligence techniques to find out new information that will make easier to take part in the efforts against coronavirus. It is crucial to have a system that can enable an easier extraction of the information needed from multiple articles using Natural Language Processing [3]. It will play an important role in facilitating the search process related to knowledge discovery as well as search engines. BERT, which is one of the models used in the retrieve automatic answer from documents, will be the one selected for this work. Finally, the required answers will be retrieved from a wide range of documents. This, as mentioned earlier, is important in contributing to the fight against COVID-19, as it will make it easier for researchers to find the information needed, and not waste time reading each article.

II. RELATED WORK

The most significant advantage of utilizing Web Ontology Language (OWL) is more significant semantic efficiency that allows knowledge to be more relevant. This knowledge base would need to use presuppositions and inference components to interpret semantics and realize the Semantic Web domain's enriched content. As published COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) issued by the Allen Institute for AI, a system has been developed to help researchers and the public to access valuable information about COVID 19 by using Search CORD-19 tool which is a search engine that uses CORD-19 data generated by Amazon Comprehend Medical [4][5]. Google has released COVID19 Research Explorer, a top-notch search tool for CORD-19 data. Meanwhile, Covidx Implement multi-step search framework that can extract various data functions [6]. NLP health issue WellAI COVID-19 Research Tool that can create a list of health concepts with a series of options related to COVID-19, tmCOVID7 is a bioconcept. It is a tool for extraction and gaining a valuable information from COVID-19 literature[7][10].
In addition to accessing information, this proposed system will provide a relevant information that is the answer of what user request or asked the system by retrieving from the body of different articles. This paper is organized to be five sections, the next section will explain deeply the proposed methodology. The fourth section will explain the result of the proposed methodology. Finally, the fifth section describes the conclusions based on the results and outlines future work.

III. METHODOLOGY
As mentioned before, the main target of this approach is to gain insight information about COVID-19 by a list of questions and finding their answers using the text corpus that was formed with a number of papers’ abstracts and bodies. Since the data that will be used contains non-labeled data, it was decided to address this problem by using models and algorithms designed for this kind of data, such as BERT embeddings.

The process of the current approach is fairly straightforward, it can be divided in the following steps:

- **Loading Data.** This consists of reading the metadata in csv format and the papers’ data in json format. From the metadata (csv) the abstract of the papers were read, since they contain the essence of the information of the papers. As well as the papers’ bodies from the papers’ data, which is the biggest piece of data.

- **Pre-processing Data.** During this step it was necessary to clean the data gathered in the previous step, using regular expressions to remove citations, removing custom stop words, punctuation marks and such. After cleaning the data, the body of the paper was tokenized and stored in a Data Frame.

- **Implementing BERT Question-Answering.** A Question Answering system using the BERT model was implemented. The chosen frameworks were FARM (https://github.com/deepset-ai/FARM) and Haystack https://github.com/deepset-ai/haystack to speed up the implementation, since they count with predefined functionalities to set up a question answering and/or neural search system.

- **Result information.** After pre-processing the data and defining the BERT model, it is possible to get targeted information by making a list of questions, looping through it, and getting an answer for each question. The answers are searched in the text corpus constituted by the tokenized version of all the paper bodies and abstracts. Due to processing power limitations some questions might not have an answer, since it was possible to work only with 300 papers at the same time.

A. **Loading Data**
As mentioned previously, this step is quite straightforward. After analyzing the information in the dataset, it was found the most important sources of data for this approach, the abstract and body of the papers. The abstract is located in the metadata of the papers and the body of the papers in a JSON formatted file containing their raw information. Both files are using a different format, so two approaches where used to gather the data from them.

**Dataset**
Since the most recent dataset available was bigger than 7GB, it was decided to use a previous dataset due to processing limitations. The chosen dataset was the one uploaded on June 1, 2020. Besides of that, this dataset contains the paper bodies in a format that facilitates the task of data gathering for this specific attribute.

**Metadata**
The metadata was read by simply using the function “pd.read_csv” from Pandas. The following figure shows all the attributes contained in metadata:

![Fig. 1. Loading data](image)

As can be seen, the loaded data has a considerable number of attributes such as cord_uid, title, doi, abstract, published time, authors and published journal. Although all the papers may not have all the detailed information, most of the paper have them and this makes them valuable information to be retrieved from each paper’s content, making the process of search engines more efficient as well. Analyzing the metadata allows a much more detailed information from each paper’s content. The mentioned information is shown in the following figure:
Gathering metadata is easy, on the other hand, in order to obtain information from the JSON files it was required to define a new function that could ignore and combine the targeted information:

The function loops through every document in “pdfs_path,” getting the body of each paper, linking it to its abstract and making a DataFrame with it. We can see that the number of items here is 58,396. The discrepancy of abstracts in metadata and bodies in the JSON data is because not all the papers have a body attribute. Hence, the data was leveled by adding only the papers that have a body to the final DataFrame.

The result of this step is a DataFrame that contains ‘paper_id’, ‘abstract’ and ‘body_text’.

**B. Pre-processing Data**

During this step, the data that was gathered in the previous step was transformed and processed to get it ready for the

---

**Fig. 2. Metadata of the articles**

**Papers’ Bodies**

Gathering metadata is easy, on the other hand, in order to obtain information from the JSON files it was required to define a new function that could ignore and combine the targeted information:

**Fig. 3. Json found articles**

Here it is possible to see that there are 65,782 JSON files.

Function to read the files and a showcase of what it retrieves:

The function loops through every document in “pdfs_path,” getting the body of each paper, linking it to its abstract and making a DataFrame with it. We can see that the number of items here is 58,396. The discrepancy of abstracts in metadata and bodies in the JSON data is because not all the papers have a body attribute. Hence, the data was leveled by adding only the papers that have a body to the final DataFrame.

The result of this step is a DataFrame that contains ‘paper_id’, ‘abstract’ and ‘body_text’.

**B. Pre-processing Data**

**Fig. 6. Sentence to Token**

During this step, the data that was gathered in the previous step was transformed and processed to get it ready for the

---

**Fig. 4. Combined abstract and bodies**

---

**Fig. 5. Matching articles into the data frame.**

The result of this step is a DataFrame that contains ‘paper_id’, ‘abstract’ and ‘body_text’.

**B. Pre-processing Data**

**Fig. 6. Sentence to Token**

During this step, the data that was gathered in the previous step was transformed and processed to get it ready for the
BERT model. The first part of this step is, essentially, a deeper cleaning of the data. Since the data will be transformed into tokens, first of all it is necessary to remove the possible instances of citations, custom stop words and punctuation marks, a fairly standard process.

Once the data is clean enough, it can be tokenized and stored as a new DataFrame, keeping the previous and adding new columns for the new data.

```python
def preprocess_sentences(df):
    # Checks body text of paper:
    df['body_text'] = df['body_text'].apply(lambda x: split_sentences(x))
    df['lower'] = df['body_text'].apply(lambda doc: [sent.lower() for sent in doc])
    # Remove punctuation marks:
    df['clean'] = df['lower'].apply(lambda doc: [str(re.sub('[!@#\$%^&*()]', '', sent)) for sent in doc])
    # Tokenizes sentences:
    df['tokens'] = df['clean'].apply(lambda doc: [token for doc in doc])
    df['preprocessed'] = df['tokens'].apply(lambda x: ' '.join(x))
    # Add columns with new information, keep previous information:
    df['paper_id'] = df['paper_id']
    df['original_title'] = df['original_title']
    df['abstract'] = df['abstract']
    df['question'] = df['question']
    df['answer'] = df['answer']
    return df
```

**Fig. 7. Pre-processing Sentences**

The result of this step is a new DataFrame, containing the new clean data:

```python
preprocessed_df = preprocess_sentences(df_cleaned)
```

C. Implementing BERT Question-Answering

For this step, pre-defined standards in the FARM and Haystack frameworks were used, as well as the tokenized bodies and abstracts of the publications to generate a question-answering system that can take as input the pre-processed data as a text pool and a question in natural language. It tries to match a possible answer to the question and return it as plain text. The logic of the system is defined in the following cells.

The function “get_finder” returns a Haystack finder, this is basically an adaptable pre-trained model for BERT, it takes the DataFrame and a model to define its strategy:

```python
# Returns a haystack finder based on transformers:
def get_finder():
    retriever = FARMRetriever(document_store=df_cleaned)
    reader = FARMReader(model_dir='model', use_gpu=False)
    finder = HaystackFinder(reader, retriever)
    return finder
```

**Fig. 8. Haystack finder based on transformer**

The function “get_answer” uses the previously received Haystack finder and it uses it besides the already defined the text corpus to look for an answer for the question in the text corpus. In order to do that, the model needs to embed the text corpus and the questions using the BERT model, like so, the tokenized words have an enriched meaning, since they are context dependent.

```python
# Returns the first result found by the finder:
def get_answer(finder, top_k_retriever, top_k_reader, question):
    paragraphs = text_corpus
    meta_data = finder.retirer.retrieve(question, top_k=top_k_retriever)
    result = []
    if len(paragraphs) > 0:
        # Applies reader to get granular answer
        len_chars = sum([len(p) for p in paragraphs])
        predictions = finder.reader.predict(question=question,
                                              paragraphs=paragraphs,
                                              meta_data_paragraphs=meta_data,
                                              top_k=top_k_reader)
        # Gets the first answer only:
        if not predictions['answers']:
            result = 'answer not found...
        else:
            result = predictions.answers[0]
    return result
```

**Fig. 9. Result from finder implementation**

The result of this step is the definition of the Question-Answering model. This model will be used in the next step.

IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION

For this research the results are not numerical, since we worked with non-labelled data. However, some numerical values can be deduced to depict better the accuracy of the results. The result for this research is in the form of specific information retrieved from the research papers about COVID-19. This was achieved by defining a list of questions related to COVID-19, looping through the questions after training the model and getting an answer for each question. The answers are searched in the text corpus constituted by the tokenized version of all the papers’ bodies and abstracts. In some cases, there might be more than one answer for a given question, but to keep things simple, and not to get redundant information, the system only takes the first answer that it finds. On the other hand, some questions might not have an answer, since the model was trained with only 300 papers at a time due to limited processing capabilities. The obtained result has shown that the model achieved a good performance which is related to the questions that were asked. This can take part to speed up and simplify the efforts against this infamous virus, for which many researchers are trying to come up with a novel idea that can gather the appropriate information from selected scientific papers. The upcoming figure demonstrates the result of this model, which is correlated with the asked question. Since a clear and direct question helps the model to match the context of the question with the text corpus, achieving better results.
As shown above, the answers are not formatted but rather taken directly as they were in their paper of origin, that also adds some context to the answer given. It is also noticeable that some questions do not have an answer, hence the sentence “answer not found...” is retrieved.

Table 1. Results showcase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totals Questions</th>
<th>Found Answer</th>
<th>Not Found Answer</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it was mentioned before, due to processing limitations it was possible to use only 300 documents per execution. Nevertheless, with this limited text corpus it was possible to achieve 72% of discovery ratio for the asked questions, therefore it is logical to assume that a bigger text corpus can achieve a better performance.

V. CONCLUSION

This research was a more real-life approach to implementing a system that uses deep learning. It was developed with a real-life dataset, target and scenario. One of the most important things that was discovered was that in the current situation we live in, having too much information becomes a problem because there are no tools to use it properly. We have a lot of knowledge that gets wasted due to lack of resources to use it. Specially in the area of NLP, we are used to analyze labeled data, training models using a target class and getting an overview of the information that we have. Nonetheless, in a real-life scenario we do not have the luxury of labeled data all the time. In fact, most of the data that can be obtained is not labeled nor organized. We will deal with non-labeled data eventually, so learning how to deal with it is a must. Moreover, the approach that was taken in this research shows the importance and utility of modern methodologies and models to gather information from non-labeled datasets. It is truly exciting to get a useful result and to be able to find hidden information that can be used for a good cause such as scientific researches.
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